Abstract

Five Cal Poly students will share their senior project research, both in progress and completed, with the department. The five students will share on topics related to Algebraic Geometry, Crime Modeling, Ocean Wave Modeling, and Mathematics Education that they have pursued via Math 461/462 and Summer research, and afterward will combine for a 10-minute question and answer panel, at the conclusion of the colloquium time. This event is intended both for faculty to hear about some of our students’ research in all concentrations, and also (especially!) for students of all years to hear about senior projects, and begin thinking about their own. Students in their first, second, and third years are strongly encouraged to attend!

The following students will be presenting:

Aron Daw, Math and Physics major, graduating Spring 2017
Nolan Schock, Math major and CS minor, graduating Spring 2017
Maria Ramirez, Math major, graduating Spring 2017
Katie Taylor, Math major, graduating Spring 2018
Jeffrey Lee, Math major, graduating Spring 2017